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Mba Mbulu

A Word Or 2
“Our own Black Nation, the Republic of New Afrika, is Our only Real solution”

1877: Black Reconstruction Ends
There was a deep divide in the United States that
started as soon as white people from Great Britain
began occupying the so-called new world. This divide
intensified in the years leading up to the Revolutionary War in 1776, as each section was suspicious of the
intentions of the other section. They fought as one to
gain freedom from Great Britain and won because the
British were not fully committed to the war. Then they
began to argue about who would control the political
and economic direction of the new country they had
created, an argument that resulted in a civil war that
broke out in 1861 and ended in 1865.
The whites from the North, with the assistance of
Black participants, emerged victorious, but did
not possess enough of an advantage to force
the southern whites to toe the northern line.
So northern whites decided they would use Black
People to force southern whites to act right. The
northern whites enacted the Reconstruction laws,
which put the powers of the national government in
the hands of Black People in the South and southerners sympathizers, and a period began that gave Black
People the mystic illusion that they were finally going
to get the fair treatment they were due.
However, there were millions of southerners who
refused to change. They engaged in a 12 year struggle
against northern whites, southern sympathizers and
Black People to preserve their way of life. During that
12 year period, the southern whites made it known
they would accept some changes provided they were
allowed to put the Blacks “back in their place.” During that 12 year period, the northern whites got tired
of supporting the Blacks who had made it possible
for them to win the war, took back the power of the
government that they had put in Black People’s hands,
and took away Black People’s ability to defend themselves against southern terrorists. White northerners
and southerners agreed to a white power truce, dehumanized and terrorized Black People again, and went
on about their merry way.

1877: The Bottom Line

When Blacks and whites in the United States unite
for progress, the initiative falls short of its goal and
Blacks suffer fundamentally and disproportionately,
while white sympathizers and hardliners come to an
accord and go on about their business.

2016: White Reconstruction Begins

In 2008, white sympathizers used the presidential
election to “prove” that racism was no longer an issue in the United States. So many of them voted for a
Black man that he became President, and punctuated
it all by re-electing him 4 years later.
But there were at least 150 million white persons who
were thoroughly pissed off by that development. They
bided their time and waited until one of their own
fortuitously took center stage, and the leaders among
them haphazardly stumbled into a white power course
of action that would keep one of their own as President forever. They began studying and learned that,
even though they were the minority, the constitution
left enough wiggle space for a large minority like them
to legally seize and maintain control of the federal and most state governments.
Immediately after the war for independence against
Great Britain, each state wanted to make sure that its
powers would not be trod on by the federal government. They came up with a constitution, the Articles
of Confederation, that achieved that end, and went
about managing their affairs.
Within 3 or 4 years, it became clear to them that
the Articles of Confederation was not good for business, so they agreed on a new constitution that was
business-centric and granted extensive powers to the
federal government. The new constitution overshadowed the rights and powers of the states, but it did
not explicitly eliminate many of them. A lot of wiggle
room was left to be manipulated, and they decided
they would use it to gain control of the entire country.
The white hardliners generated a second deep divide,
and made it clear that what they want is the only acceptable outcome. The Blacks and their white sympathizers have united, but the white hardliners have the
constitution on their side. Plus, they know that as time
passes the whites who sympathize with the Blacks will
get tired of the Black struggle and abandon them.

2021: The Bottom Line

If history is prologue, white sympathizers and white
hardliners will overcome their differences and go on
about their business. The Blacks will be abandoned by
their white “friends” and suffer needlessly for not having built their own independent power base.

Be Black Smart!

Think New Afrikan!

